
How Frobel's pedagogy connects generations.



My name is Anna Turska.I'm the Director of Development at 

Froebel.pl.Froebel.pl is a team of teachers, scientists, parents and 

educators who implement innovative education in Poland. I came 

here with the President of Froebel.pl - Rafał Iskra. Rafał, keep your 

fingers crossed!



OMG:)It's me... 18 years ago. That was the first and last 

time I spoke in public in English. it was a high school 

diploma in English. I got then 4 and promised the 

teachers that I wouldn't speak English in public 

anymore:)UPS:)I am asking for your understanding. and 

support... I really haven't spoken that language in 18 

years.Keep your fingers crossed for me:)



I came here to tell you how late F. Froebel's pedagogy was. 

It connects the generations and how trainers and students will find a new platform for communication with 

seniors.



F. Froebel assumed that the child's first educational experiences have an impact on its later 

development and achievements. 



The role of an adult is to have an educational influence through appropriate organizing the 

environment and creating conditions for getting to know the surrounding world.



Froebel wanted the children to have less stimuli. then they can focus on social education, 

emotional education, to gain knowledge... to conquer the world at its own blunt end.



The child has had constant needs for hundreds of years: a need, love, closeness, a sense of 

responsibility, a sense of belonging to a given society.



Froebel created very simple educational toys.



Gifts from Froebel®



Today I will show you how wonderful it is for children in Poland. Establish strong 

relations with the Seniors



TABLET An illusion of fun - An illusion of a toy



• Can everyone play with it and know how to play with 

it?Does it develop speech, communication?Does it 

require cooperation, establishing relations?Does it 

develop imagination and motor skills?Can and can 

everyone play with it?Does it develop speech, 

communication?Does it require cooperation, 

establishing relations?



Na czym polega prawdziwa ZABAWA



We know a lot things about the brain.







Dary są mostem między pokoleniami



Playing games with grandmother and 

grandfather in kindergarten



Constructional games

We like building

one two, three.

Build …..

form me



Constructional games

We like building

one two, three.

Build ………….

form me



TOUCH, CONTACT, JOY, SUCCESS



TOUCH, CONTACT, JOY, SUCCESS



Red and yellow,

green and blue

Tell us...

How are you



From the donations of 7,8,9 ® we make ornaments, patterns and 

paintings.



We arrange ornaments, patterns, paintings.



Fun with peas. Old fun in the new edition:)



Fun with peas. Old fun in the new edition:)



Fun with peas. Old fun in the new edition:)



Fun with peas. Old fun in the new edition:)



Freblangian pedagogy is a lifestyle.



Freblangian pedagogy is a lifestyle.





It really depends on us if the relations between seniors 

will be look like that...



...or just like that:)
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